Turning Spending
Decisions into
Moments of Accuracy
Five Tips for Making Spending
Decisions More Strategic and Confident
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Spending That’s Under Control
Begins with Accurate Data
Every spending decision is an opportunity to deliver
the best results for your business and customers. But
it’s also a chance to build and advance your company
while controlling cash, costs, and regulatory compliance ‒
especially as spending needs and requirements continue
to change.
In light of the risk and reward involved, there’s never been a better
time to amp up the accuracy of information used to guide each
spending decision. Surging inflation and rising business costs make
even the most basic expenses challenging to meet budgeted limits.
Perhaps you’ve even experienced a staggering 130% increase in
restaurant spend over the past year.1
Whether procuring goods and services or allowing employees to
travel again, every piece of data used must be accurate ‒ clear,
correct, up-to-date, and contextual. So the moment an expense
request is approved, booked, and recorded, there’s no question the
right choice is made.
But this ideal vision is easier said than done without the right
processes in place. How can you help ensure your budget managers
always have up-to-date information to see exactly what’s been spent,
what’s pending, and what’s available as they plan for next week, let
alone next month or quarter?

21.8%
increase in excessive
personal expenses in 20212

1–2. “2021 Spend Insights Report,” SAP Concur in partnership with Oversight, 2022.
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Here’s What You
Should Consider Now.
No matter how generous your budget or
underspent it is, business expenses can get
out of control quickly. The easier your budget
managers can get the right information they
need, whenever and wherever they are, the
more strategic their decisions will be.
To see where you stand on managing your
spend data and discover how you can improve
it, ask yourself the following questions.
Do you access data that reflect all spend categories?
Can managers control budgets their way and stay compliant?
Are your budget forecasts and actuals spot on?
Are you able to spot and mitigate risks early?
Are you helping employees to make sustainable choices?
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Do You Access Data That
Reflects All Spend Categories?
Spend management in today’s business environment
demands more than reporting and reimbursements.
You also must ensure accuracy and compliance to avoid
unnecessary loss, no matter the spend category.
The traditional silos of finance activities ‒ such
as accounts payable, expense, tax, and digital payments ‒
must be broken down to improve data-driven transparency,
coordination, collaboration, and communication across
budgeting and planning activities. By connecting travel,
expense, and invoice solutions to a system of record,
third-party applications, and external data sources,
you can proactively control all spend categories while
strengthening compliance and updating policies.

“One of the biggest benefits
of SAP® Concur® solutions
is automation. By automating
manual processes and bringing
integration into the mix, our
operations run smoother and
better, with the visibility and
analytics we need in one place.”
– Tetiana Sapun, Senior Travel and Expense Specialist, Alkermes
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Improve Spend Visibility
Across the Business
Bring travel, expense,
and invoice information
together on one platform
to capture, review, and
reconcile transactions
in one digital location.

Integrate travel,
expense, and invoice
solutions with your
ERP or financial
systems to improve
spend visibility across
the business.

Maximize visibility of
travel spend by capturing
bookings outside of your
corporate booking tool
or travel management
company (TMC) and
pulling together trip data
from multiple channels
into your travel program.

Use GPS-enabled
technology to
automatically track
and record mileage
data to ensure
accurate reporting.

Concur TripLink connects trips, travelers, and itineraries
across multiple channels and provide finance and travel
managers with the visibly they need to control spending
and keep travelers safe.
Drive reduces self-reported automobile travel expense,
empowering organizations to see spending clearly and
manage proactively. With Drive, organizations can
document and reimburse actual mileage driven and
enforce policy compliance.
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Can Managers Control Budgets
Their Way and Stay Compliant?
No two organizations are alike, and neither are their budgets.
But you still need to see, with precision, the impact on a cost
center, other departments, and the overall business.
With a single, cloud-based platform, your organizational
managers can help ensure budgets are always up to date
because they can track spend in a way that makes the most
sense for them and their team. The technology can be simple,
intuitive, flexible, and convenient enough to capture spend
as it happens ‒ and even before ‒ while you’re in the office,
at home, or on the go. Plus, you can apply permissions and
integrate the platform with your ERP or financial systems
to increase fiscal control and visibility, exercise approval rights,
and keep everyone connected to the budget appropriately.

44%
of finance leaders consider improving
cost control and spend management
as the top priority to enhance
organizational efficiency.
–S
 enior Executive Study, SAP Insights, 2021
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Make Your Budgets
Work for You

Aggregate employeeinitiated spend in near
real-time by uniting
expense, travel, invoice,
and request data.

Receive customizable
alerts to stay updated
on key events, such as
budgets approaching
spend limits.

Manage spend and
adapt to change with
confidence by having
the right information
at your fingertips.

Budget makes budgets visible, actionable, and real-time
for requestors and approvers. By aggregating real-time
inputs from Concur Expense, Concur Invoice, Concur
Travel, and Concur Request, managers have a
comprehensive view of spend before and after it occurs
allowing them to proactively plan, as well as respond
to unforeseen events with accuracy and clarity.
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Are Your Budget Forecasts
and Actuals Spot On?
Nothing grounds an organization’s plans more than
a well-managed and controlled budget. But first, you need
accurate spend data to forecast budgeting strategically,
support growth initiatives, and anticipate any surprises
in employee spending.
Budget forecasting becomes an exercise in optimizing
cost allocation when data is accurate. Using dashboards
and reports built on best practices, every area of your
business can gain a more complete understanding of
its spending. Smooth connectivity with expense, travel,
and account payables data simplifies spend management,
so organizational managers to monitor trends in real-time,
update budget allocations strategically, and enforce
policies effectively.
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Govern Budgets with
Greater Precision
Get a clear view
into spending analytics
by accessing expense,
travel, and accounts
payable data through
one business
intelligence system.

Use interactive
dashboards to gain
insights tailored
to business and
organizational needs.

Monitor spending daily
and set up alerts to track
real-time and potential
changes against budgets.

Intelligence connects to your expense, travel, and
AP data and provides you the holistic view of your
employee spend. With interactive and persona-based
dashboards, you can deliver customized reports to key
stakeholders and make sure they get the insights they
need to make better decisions.
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Are You Able to Spot
and Mitigate Risks Early?
Spend data is one of the most underused, yet valuable,
resources when protecting your business’s top and bottom
line and transforming how it approaches employee expenses.
While budget reports provide essential insights, you also
need to see spending trends and assess how they can
impact the rest of your business.
With expert-led report creation and analytics, you can
have a clear window into emerging risks, root causes,
and opportunities for improvement. Fully leveraging your
spend data and transforming it into actionable insight
give the comprehensive intelligence you need to make
more information business decisions, simplify expense
management, and lay the foundation for continuous
and trusted oversight.

98%

of finance managers have seen an
increase in noncompliant expenses
over the past year.

89%

of business travelers admit to
submitted at least one travel expense
over the past year that may violate
their company’s travel policies—on
average, a whopping US$3,397
of questionable expenses.
– SAP Concur Pulse Survey, 2022
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Gain Valuable Insight for Better,
More-Informed Decisions

Configure reports and
dashboards to deliver
targeted insights
automatically.

Schedule reports
to run and distribute
intelligence on your
behalf to the right
decision-makers.

Modify your existing
standard reports
to allow people to
consume intelligence
quickly and with ease.

Consultative Intelligence provides the report creation
and analytics expertise you need to fully leverage
spend data and transform it into actionable insight.
A designated reporting consultant not only spends time
learning your goals, challenges, and unique reporting
needs, but also interprets the report results and suggest
other areas where analysis could uncover savings
opportunities or mitigate risks. All of this information
can be used to develop a strategic reporting road map
for your company.
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Are You Helping Employees
to Make Sustainable Choices?
Sustainability is on everyone’s minds ‒ especially for your
business travelers and stakeholders. From paperless booking,
fuel-efficient nonstop flights, and electric ground transportation
to virtual meetings and green meeting locations, people are
motivated to significantly reduce their environment impact. But
that doesn’t mean it should come at the expense of your budget.
By connecting your financial data and vendor intelligence and
embedding it into your entire spend program, you can align your
travel and expense policies with sustainability performance.
Powerful rules-based engines can highlight sustainable options
and green partners when employees book travel, so they
can quickly and compliantly pick the right choices for them
and the business. In addition, employees can keep track
of their individual footprint and consider practices that
help offset their impact.

35% 88%
of leaders are unclear on how to
embed sustainability into business
processes and IT systems.
– “Sustainability’s Role in Business
Performance,” SAP Insights, 2021

of business travelers would like to see
sustainability information when booking
business travel, including comparing
sustainability measures for different
accommodation options (47%) and
transportation options (45%).

–S
 AP Concur pulse survey, 2022
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Guide Employees
Toward Greener Options
Set policy parameters
based on distance,
location, and type
of transportation vehicle
used to identify the most
sustainable choices.

Meet unique travel needs
by customizing rules for
audits, workflows, and
booking switch.

Use electronic receipts
to go paperless and send
transactions with hotels,
taxis, trains, airlines,
and other preferred
suppliers directly into
expense reports.

Get clear, accurate, and
frequent analysis of your
organization’s carbon
emissions footprint,
green suppliers, business
travel practices, and
spending behavior.

Concur Travel helps you provide sustainable options and
green partners with custom fields so when employees are
booking travel, they can quickly pick the most sustainable
choice. You can even set policy parameters based on
distance, location – even the type of aircraft being used.
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Put Spend Data to Work
for Your Business
Whether expenses are managed, unmanaged, or somewhere
in between, your business can’t wait to have the right
information. Accurate data is the first step to achieving your
goals ‒ and when your budget managers are confident about
the insights they receive, the more strategic and productive
their spending decisions become.
With SAP Concur solutions, you can instill that level of trust
across your business. From prebuilt, ready-to-go dashboards
and mobile apps to custom reports, process automation,
and analytics intelligence, you can access the intelligence
and tools you need to simplify travel experiences, spend
management, and expense and invoice processes. And
above all, you can help ensure your business remains
profitable and resilient.

43%
32%
65%

reduction
in lost receipts

more employees
follow T&E policies
more compliant
expense reports
submitted

– “SAP Concur Helps Organizations Optimize Their Employee
Spend Management While Improving Business Efficiency,”
IDC, sponsored by SAP, 2021.
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Contact SAP Concur representative to learn
how you can turn spending decisions into
moments of strategic accuracy and certainty.
Learn more
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ABOUT SAP CONCUR

SAP® Concur® is the world’s leading brand
for integrated travel, expense, and invoice
management solutions, driven by a relentless
pursuit to simplify and automate these everyday
processes. The highly-rated SAP® Concur® mobile
app guides employees through business trips,
charges are directly populated into expense
reports, and invoice approvals are automated.
By integrating near real-time data and using AI to
analyze transactions, businesses can see what
they’re spending, improve compliance, and avoid
possible blind spots in the budget. SAP Concur
solutions help eliminate yesterday’s tedious tasks,
make today’s work easier, and support businesses
to run at their best.
Learn more at concur.com or at the SAP Concur blog
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